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Humanity First donates €25,000 for emergency assistance 
in Pakistan

 
23 September 2022
Humanity First today provided €25,000 to the Prime Ministers Flood Relief Fund as 
part of its ongoing support for the disaster-hit victims of Pakistan.

The flood of the century in Germany last year is still deeply remembered by many 
of our fellow citizens. People in Pakistan have now been affected to a much 
greater extent. Over 33 million men, women, and children are experiencing a 
humanitarian crisis following the unprecedented flooding which has hit large parts 
of Pakistan. With over fifteen hundred lives lost and nearly 2 million homes 
damaged the extent of the damage is unfathomable.

The €25,000 donation is in response to the emergency appeal for funding from the 
Government of Pakistan. These funds will provide immediate and 
urgent humanitarian needs on the ground across large parts of Pakistan.

Humanity First’s disaster relief teams have assisted victims of natural disasters 
across many parts of the world with immediate food, water, shelter, and medicine in 
some of the hardest-to-reach areas.

Chairman of Humanity First Germany, Mohammad Zubair, expressed his deepest 
sympathy and condolences to His Excellency Dr. Zahid Hussain for the people of 
Pakistan following this catastrophic disaster. Furthermore, Chairman, HF Germany 
also offered help in the form of manpower including specialists for the flood-
affected people. The Consulate General expressed his gratitude for this gesture 
and assured that he would contact Humanity First if needed. 

Humanity First across the globe continues to support the efforts of its emergency 
responders to ensure those most in need are reached.
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